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With "cheekbones and noses like eagles and hawks": Indigeneity and Mestizaje in Ana Castillo's The Mixquiahuala Letters and Leslie Marmon Silko's Almanac of the Dead
As a mestiza born to the lower-strata, I am treated at best, as a second class citizen, at worst, as a non-entity. I am commonly perceived as a foreigner everywhere I go, including in the United States and in Mexico.
[…] And by U.S. standards and according to some North American Native Americans, I cannot make official claims to being india [Indian] . Socioeconomic status, genetic makeup and ongoing debates on mestizaje aside, if in search of refuge from the United States I took up residence on any other continent, the core of my being would long for a return to the lands of my ancestors. reveal the degree to which her sense of identity is predicated on entrenched narratives that fail to reflect Mexico's complexity-and predispose Teresa's quest for cultural cohesion to failure.
Significantly (and, ultimately, tragically) , Teresa envisions her recovery of home primarily as a return to a distant indigneous past-which, I will demonstrate, places Letters in conversation with Mexican indigenismo, the myth of the Vanishing Indian, and the myth of Mexico as an Infernal Paradise. Almanac's Menardo, by contrast, grows up with a strong sense of Mexican indigenous ideologies, only to discover that identification as Indian will disqualify him for entrance into Mexican high society. Menardo consquequently cuts ties to his family and attempts to pass as a member of the elite while working to amass the wealth necessary to secure his social position. In the context of a novel that centers on the vitality and persistence of indigenous peoples and worldviews throughout the Americas, with a massive cast of characters working toward an anticolonial revolution, Menardo stands out due to his rejection of a cultural inheritance that had remained relatively intact despite centuries of colonization. Moreover, through Menardo, Almanac critiques Mexican mestizaje as a cultural construct. I will consider whether this critique functions as the sort of exclusionary gesture Castillo ascribes to some North American Indians when it comes to Chicana/o claims to indigeneity (as she notes in the epigraph above).
At the same time, reading Letters against Almanac allows me to consider how Teresa's inherited presuppositions about indigeneity perpetuate discourses that have functioned to bar indigenous peoples from the full rights of citizenship and self-determination. Teresa and Menardo are both mestizos, but inhabit opposite sides of the U.S.-Mexico border-the major colonial construct that has prompted waves of Chicana/o diaspora, bisected Mexicana/o 1 families and indigenous tribes, and prompted certain distinctive articulations of cultural identity. Teresa's and Menardo's experiences nontheless reflect key overlaps and differences in identity formation relative to the particular histories and ideologies of their home countries. That
Menardo aims to eschew what Teresa strives to recover can be understood best, I argue, when contextualized relative to these different national circumstances, the consequences of Chicana/o diaspora, and traditional versus colonially influenced American Indian standards for tribal identification.
Locating and recovering Mexican indigeneity in the context of the Chicana/o diaspora is critical to Teresa's effort to formulate a cohesive identity-an effort she documents retrospectively and over approximately ten years in the letters she writes to her friend and frequent travel companion, Alicia. Convinced that relationships between men and women are inherently unequal and "entangled […] with untruths," she travels to Mexico to escape her marriage and the disapproval of her patriarchal family (133). As if to confirm her conviction that patriarchal norms are culpable for her feelings of suffocation, her decision to leave for Mexico prompts her husband to deem her ungrateful and her mother to call her a bad wife and a bad person-designations that, for her mother, are one in the same. In contrast to the U.S., Mexico appears to Teresa initially as a place where she can both rid herself of these gender constraints and reclaim aspects of her cultural heritage (a fully realized mestizaje).
In short, Teresa strives to live out Sonia Saldívar-Hull's conception of "feminism on the border," which accounts for and is responsive to every aspect of Chicana experience (vis-à-vis race, class, gender, and sexuality chose Mexico" (52). She presumes that the yearning she feels-which she aligns with her stifled but emerging indigeneity-will be satisfied in a place that reflects her indigenous self. Home is something Teresa must not only seek actively but also choose-which is suggestive of the dislocation that attends Chicana/o diaspora. It appears that the U.S., her birth country, was a poor soil for cultivating these essential aspects of Teresa's identity as an indigenous woman, and thus never functioned as a home in any substantive sense. For Teresa, coming of age involves the intersection of land ("fertile earth"), indigeneity, and womanhood-as communicated through her plant metaphor of the self. Her nascent Indianness propels a quest for home, soil that nurtures her growth from the "sapling woman" she sees herself as being. Teresa also conceives of this quest as a return to: the land of her maternal ancestors, a period before full womanhood (prior to marriage), and a pre-or at least anti-modern space (as indicated by the link between her Indian self and "humble folk distrustful of modern medicine"). 14 That Teresa naively perpetuates this discourse speaks to its ubiquitous nature and the insidious ways in which it continues to be disseminated.
Teresa also uses the racialized "traditional" versus "modern" dichotomy characteristic of indigenista and dominant U.S. discourses to describe rural/indigenous versus urban/mestizo areas in Mexico (a racialized geographic dichotomy perpetuated through indigenismo but unreflective of the actual distribution of indigenous people in contemporary Mexico). 15 Again, it seems that the lens through which she views Mexico distorts what she sees. In Letter Three, for example, Teresa describes the Mixquiahuala as "a Pre-Conquest village of obscurity, neglectful of progress" that took her and Alicia "back at least to the time of colonial repression of peons and women who hid behind shutters to catch a glimpse of the street with its brusque men" (25, emphasis mine). Teresa's descriptions of Mixquiahuala and its inhabitants remain detached and romanticized, due to the temporal remove at which she places the town. She sketches
Mixquiahualans from the perspective of an observer, not a participant.
Teresa's representation of Mixquiahuala diverges sharply from her description of Mexico City:
we discovered its ceaseless activity, the constant, congested traffic of aggressive drivers, monuments lit up brightly as if to bring in ships out of the fog, and peñas, studentoriented coffee houses with child-sized tables and chairs, patrons with knees at their chins listened as romantic, handsome youth belted out protest songs with lungs that carried the treble of volcanoes, lyrics of lava, penetrating as obsidian daggers" (26).
In contrast with the image of native Mixquiahualan women washing and beating "clothes against polished stone" (26), Mexico City is defined by bustle, commerce, technology, and political protest. Teresa, through direct juxtaposition, draws sharp distinctions between Mexico City's dynamism and Mixquiahuala's small town stasis. As Heiner Bus argues, two aspects of Mexico emerge in the letters:
The first one comprises exotic, idyllic small towns scenes e.g. in Mixquiahuala pervaded by a sense of timelessness but also of the perpetual immediacy and extreme closeness of life and death, destruction and recreation.
[…] The second aspect of Teresa's Mexico is related to the experience of the two women never acknowledged as insiders. (130-131) I would add that the timelessness of the first is derived from Indians functioning as shorthand for the pre-Columbian past-which precludes Teresa's ability to connect with it in a personal and direct sense. As to the second Mexico, Teresa may feel its rejection of her more acutely because she perceives it more as her own: modern and culturally complex. Restrictive gender norms themselves function as another link between Teresa's two
Mexicos-a significant fact in light of her primary motivation for fleeing the States. Her initial perception of Mexico as a nurturing soil that will facilitate her development as an autonomous woman-separated and geographically removed from her husband-is contradicted quickly by the judgments she and Alicia consistently receive there due to traveling without a male chaperon.
Teresa writes, How revolting we were, susceptible to ridicule, abuse, disrespect. We would have hoped for respect as human beings, but the only respect granted a woman is that which a gentleman bestows upon the lady. Clearly, we were no ladies. What was our greatest transgression? We traveled alone. (65) Not only does Mexico refuse Teresa her desired homecoming but viscerally rejects her. It appears that her basic humanity cannot be recognized unless she performs her prescribed gender role. In the U.S., Teresa's mother sees marriage as the vehicle to respectability for her daughter; so too in Mexico is Teresa expected to seek social acceptance through a man. When she and Alicia refuse to heed such gender expectations they face rejection, sexual aggression, and even violence (e.g., 84). Teresa comes to see herself and Alicia as two "snags" in Mexico's "pattern" Schacht goes on to discuss how migration functions in the novel as a means of dismantling colonial structures (e.g. nation-state borders), and achieving intertribal alliances directed toward indigneous land reclaimation and the right to self-determination. She argues that, while connection to tribal land is paramount to the novel's indigenous revolutionaries, migration is a means of asserting one's cultural fidelity, not abandoning it. Teresa's migration can be read as a small-scale representation of this type of movement, as she travels in the pattern of her indigenous ancestors, even though she lacks certain historical, tribally-specific knowledge of indigenous Mexico. However, whereas Teresa journeys to reclaim a sense of cultural identity, Almanac's revolutionaries travel to reclaim their lands and sociopolitical rights. Almanac's indigenous characters draw deeply upon traditional knowledge and (hi)stories, but do so as a means of negotiating their contemporary circumstances-thereby demonstrating the adaptability and vitality of traditional knowledge in the modern world. 19 We might interpret Teresa's and whose efficacy is undermined by the persistent gender-based oppression to which they fall prey and the temporal remove at which they place indigeneity itself. interview, Silko explains that "the old prophesies say, not that the Europeans will disappear. But the purely Eureopean way of looking at this place and relationships" (10) . Refering to Almanac itself, Channette Romero rightly suggests that "all things European" is best understood in the novel as the destructive and divisive aspects of European/Euroamerican culture that generate environmental degredation and socioeconomic inequalities; the prophecy does not entail an absolute rejection of all peoples or knowledge related to Europe (626). This interpretation certainly "fits more closely with the Keresan tradition of incorporating those things from the dominant culture necessary for survival" (626). In fact, the revolutionary army's appropriation of European technologies and ideologies for their own ends illustrates that "all things European"
should not be understood in an overly simplistic or absolute sense; Romero and other scholars (myself included), generally agree that it is the destructive aspects of European culture, which have driven over five hundred years of colonization in the Americas, that are attacked and marked as bound for elimination in the novel.
As Romero indicates, to borrow from other cultures, to adapt and change to survive, is a traditional Keresan practice. Indeed, one of Silko's guiding philosophies is that a divisive worldview runs counter to traditional indigenous practices. She reflects, Even for the old folks I grew up with, the Indian way is to learn how a person is inside their heart, not by skin color or affiliation. That criticism grows out of more of a nonIndian way of looking at things. That's why the indigenous people welcomed the newcomers. They didn't draw lines like that.
[…] In the old way, the old folks would say, just like in Almanac, all of those who love the earth and want to do this are welcome.
[…] That attitude about nationalism comes in much later, that's much more a European way of looking at things. (10) This traditional view of how best to assess another person and which values are embraced by indigenous peoples comes through strongly in Almanac and throughout Silko's work. 20 To be indigenous or allied with the indigenous revolutionary movements at the novel's core has more to do with an ideological commitment to treat the natural world with respect and restoring the land to its original inhabitants than to any ontological, colonially-imposed, notion of identity. As Sequoyah Magdaleno explains, the very act of defining "Indian" identity was forced on American Indians by the U.S. government:
The first twist in the productive logic of the category "Indian" is the question, "What is Menardo allegorizes not only mestizo identity but, more significantly, the process of becoming mestizo within Mexico's sociopolitical power structure. Menardo's coming of age experience is defined by his recognition that economic success and social acceptance are contingent upon his abandonment of his indigenous heritage. Here Menardo submits to a dualistic mindset that pits indigeneity against mestizaje-and precludes the synthesis that defines Anzaldúa's new mestiza consciousness-and opts for the privileged category (Anzaldúa 81 ).
This mindset is consistent with the divisive and destructive impulse of Almanac's Destroyers and runs counter to Keresan inclusivity. Menardo's experience suggests that any embrace of indigenous heritage in Mexican national discourse is rendered insubstantial by a Eurocentric, racialized socioeconomic structure and ubiquitous anti-Indian sentiment. Silko dramatizes the process of confronting and internalizing racism when Menardo's teachers inform him that his grandfather's stories, which he has always enjoyed, are "pagan." Menardo then realizes the "awful truth" that his grandfather is an Indian, and severs their relationship. The Church, as represented by Menardo's teacher (a Catholic brother) socializes Menardo, along with his classmates, to dismiss indigenous knowledge-which is reflective of the institutionalized racism in Mexican society that belies twentieth-century nationalist discourse.
In the context of a novel in which indigenous stories are repeatedly referenced as the only means of survival in a world ravaged by self-interest and greed, when Menardo turns his back on his grandfather and his grandfather's stories, we understand that Menardo has embarked upon a destructive path. His early education, we soon learn, is just the first step toward his ultimate role as an instrument of neocolonial power. Menardo's success, as owner of Universal Insurance, is achieved by insuring corporations, state officials, and the wealthy against "agitators," which makes Menardo an enemy of the revolution (e.g., 291). With business success come opportunities for Menardo to enter Mexican high society, as his wealth facilitates his marriage into one of the oldest families in Tuxtla Gutiérrez. Further, his wife, Iliana, "had been reminded, every day since she was three years old, that her great-great-grandfather on her mother's side had Critical discussions that address Menardo as a quintessential Destroyer fail to account for the techniques Silko uses to draw his character in a more complex, sympathetic, and tragic fashion. Menardo is the only character in this highly populated novel ever given a first person perspective, which invites readers to identify more closely with him than with many of the revolutionaries. 28 Silko's rendering of Menardo's persistent self-consciousness, along with the scorn he receives from nearly every sector of society (from members of high society to his Indian chauffeur, Tacho, who calls him a "yellow monkey") arguably invites compassion from readers.
At the same time, it provides further evidence that Almanac offers a strong critique of articulations of mestizaje that fail to genuinely embrace indigeneity. For Menardo, the pressure he feels to flee his indigenous heritage and align himself with the Western world lead to devastating consequences. He goes so far as to place his complete trust in a bulletproof vest (to protect him against the indigenous revolutionary uprising), and forces Tacho to shoot him in order to demonstrate the vest's effectiveness. As Rebecca Tillett notes, Menardo embraces the dominant view that indigenous ideologies are superstitious but cultivates a view of Western technology that is itself a form of superstition (164). Menardo's foolhardiness is punctuated absolutely when the vest fails him and he dies.
The prophecy at the center of Almanac, that all things European will disappear from the Americas, is a function of the end of the Reign of Death Eye Dog-the colonial epoch. Not only is this epoch defined by destruction (a force Menardo ultimately directs, albeit inadvertently, toward himself), but a hyper-masculinity that has destroyed the natural balance between masculine and feminine qualities. Teresa's experiences of cultural alienation and false machismo can thus be understood as symptomatic of this colonial period as well-and therefore illustrates the degree to which these novels participate in an overlapping colonial narrative.
By way of conclusion I will elaborate briefly on my opening suggestion that my comparative reading of Almanac and Letters would illustrate the need for more frequent and nuanced comparative analyses of American Indian and Chicana/o literatures. As is the case with these two novels, much of American Indian and Chicana/o literature addresses, in one way or another, issues of cultural identity and social justice that pertain to colonization and its vestiges.
The significant overlaps in the histories and cultures manifested in these literary traditions reflect the communities' differential subject positions in the colonial palimpsest of the Americas.
Reading these novels in light of one another calls attention to both their shared participation in a broader colonial narrative and the problematic elements of some of their strategies of resistance.
Letters and Almanac encapsulate fundamental struggles of cultural identity formation and reclamation that derive from colonially imposed social structures and related diasporic migrations. They address the functions of traditional indigenous knowledge in negotiating contemporary circumstances as marginalized subjects in the neocolonial conditions of Mexico, the U.S., and the borderlands conditions engendered by the geographic and sociopolitical structures that define these nations. The novels thus reflect distinctive strategies of identity formation and resistance deployed by Indians and Mexicana/os in the centuries following European occupation of the Americas.
The tensions between the novels speak to the ways in which communities differentially subject to colonial power structures sometimes deploy mechanisms of resistance that disempower the other, due in part to an internalization of colonial discourse without reference to the experiences of the other. Joint discussion of American Indian and Chicana/o literatures, sociopolitical discourses and struggles has the potential to prompt confrontation with historical and cultural inheritances that both unite and divide them, and may allow for the development of strategies of resistance that more broadly dismantle contemporary manifestations of colonialist discourse that sustain inequalities that both communities share and fight against.
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Notes:
when poor harvests made it impossible for them to meet these demands, they were forced to perform menial tasks in Spanish households to pay off their alleged debt to the Spaniards. 27 For additional discussion of Menardo's profound faith he places in Western technology, see
Tillett.
28 For a more extensive discussion of the interplay of first and third person in the beginning of Menardo's story-particularly as it functions to underscore the critical juncture of Menardo's life at which he turns away from his grandfather and the indigenous ideology his grandfather represents-see Horvitz.
